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Primary crew figures may be displayed with a model entry to show
scale relationships, so long as the figures are displayed as the operator or crew of the model. Any use of additional figures, or use of
figures or other items that intend to depict a specific story line shall
cause the model to be placed in the appropriate Diorama class.

Each model entry may have supporting written or photographic
documentation that the entrant wishes to include for review or clarification of the judges. The judges may require authentication of
specific models.

The Head Judge will decide on the expansion and/or combining
of categories.

The entrant will be responsible for the correct Division and
Category assignment of their models. However, the Head Judge
will have the final decision regarding the placement or eligibility of
a model within the various divisions and/or categories and may
disqualify entries deemed offensive or inappropriate.

Winning model entries from IPMS National and Region X contests
held prior to calendar year 2011 are not eligible for entry in the
2011 Region X Contest. The noncompetitive display of previous
winning models will be permitted and is encouraged.

Junior Entrants are defined as entrants 16 years of age and
younger. At their own discretion, Juniors will be permitted to compete in Senior categories; entrants may not compete in both Junior
and Senior categories.

Models will be entered at the registration table on Friday, May 20,
from 12:00 noon until 6:00 P.M., and on Saturday, May 21, from
9:00 A.M. until 12:00 noon. In fairness to the judges and all
entrants, late entries will not be accepted. This will be strictly
enforced. No entrant will be allowed into the model area before
the registration of the entrant’s model(s). No model may be
removed from the display area until after all awards have been presented, unless approved by the Contest Chairman. This will be
strictly enforced. Early removal of a winning model will result in
forfeiture of the award.

The Albuquerque Scale Modelers (ASM) Chapter is sponsoring this
contest under the auspices of the International Plastic Modelers
Society (IPMS/USA). This is an open contest, with no club affiliation or membership required for entry. A separate entry form must
be completed for each model entered. Each model entered must be
the sole work of the individual, except for entries in the
Chapter/Group category. Any model found to be the work of
someone other than the entrant will be disqualified.
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9.

Single entries may be displayed on bases. Bases will be allowed in
all categories and will not be considered in the judging except in the
Diorama categories. Bases should simulate natural surfaces on
which the prototype would be found. Due to space limitations, the
base may not extend more than three inches beyond the model,
except for Diorama categories.
A Diorama is any model display that depicts a scene or activity
which the model alone could not express. A diorama may tell a specific story. In addition to normal judging criteria, Dioramas, including bases, will be judged on their overall composition and ability to
present a story line. Table space cannot be guaranteed for very
large dioramas. If your diorama exceeds 24" x 35", please call
ahead to the Contest Chairman to coordinate.

10. Single figures may be displayed on small landscaped bases and
remain in the appropriate Figure category. However, two or more
figures on a landscaped base of any size shall be considered a
Vignette, and shall be placed in the appropriate category.
11. A Conversion model is one in which a specific kit forms the basis
for the finished model, but significant changes have been made
to depict a variant other than that designed by the kit manufacturer. Models constructed from a basic kit plus aftermarket conversion
kits are included within this definition, so long as a different variant
of the model is the result and significant changes have been made.
Any entry in this category must provide documentation including

the original kit instructions plus parts, conversion kits, and materials used. At the discretion of the builder, a conversion may be
entered in a regular category.
12. A Scratchbuilt model is one that is not built from a specific kit.
Parts from various kits may be used so long as the finished model
bears no resemblance to the kit parts used. Entrants must be prepared to furnish judges with descriptions of their work and a list of
parts used in the construction. Failure to provide adequate documentation will result in reassignment of the model or disqualification.
13. A Stock Vehicle will appear stock with no changes which deviate
from factory stock, including frame, body, engine, wheels or tires.
Aftermarket equipment is acceptable so long as it represents stock
equipment on the original vehicle.
A Competition Vehicle represents any vehicle used for time,
speed or racing events.
A Custom Vehicle represents any vehicle that has changes made
to the frame, body, engine, wheels or tires which is not factory
stock or used in competition events.
A Low-Rider Vehicle may include functional hydraulic components; however, hydraulic components will not be judged.
14. Out of the Box (OTB) entries will be governed by the following
rules:
A. One Out-of-the-Box award will be presented for each division
as specified on the reverse of this document.
B. Any commercially available kit may be used.
C. The natural plastic finish may be retained, or it may be foil covered or painted. Decals other than those included in the kit may
be used.
D. The modeler may fill seams and gaps, sand off rivets, drill out
gun ports or exhaust pipes, thin appropriate openings, and
thin to scale such parts as trailing edges, flaps and doors. The
modeler may add rigging and antennas, and add simple tape or
decal seat belts in aircraft cockpits or vehicle interiors. No manufactured hardware (e.g., buckles, instruments, etc.) will be permitted.
15. Models of a more mature nature (usually figures) will be allowed for
entry, provided they meet the IPMS/USA “Official Policy” as it
relates to the prohibition and screening of such subject matter outlined in the Journal Nov/Dec 2001. These rules will be strictly
enforced by the Head Judge.
16. Contest judging will be conducted according to IPMS guidelines
in an ethical and professional manner. All decisions by contest
judges will be final. Sponsored trophy awards will be judged and
awarded by the trophy sponsor.
17. During the judging process, no one but judges will be allowed in
the display room. Model entries handled by judges will be treated with care and caution, but as with any model contest, participants enter models at their own risk.

•

•

For updated information, monitor the ASM Web
Site (http://www.abqscalemodelers.com)

Further revisions of this flyer will be distributed as
more info becomes known.

18. Final interpretation and implementation of these rules shall be
the responsibility of the Registrar, Head Judge and Contest
Chairman.

•

The Contest Chairman is James Guld (505) 9823089 (EMail jamesguld@pngltd.com); Conference
Co-chairman Tom Perea can be reached at

•

(505) 897-4778 (EMail tkperea@comcast.net).

OR

NO SWEEPS!

For a Registration Form, contact Jack Garriss at
(505) 281-1500 (EMail ebgarriss@comcast.net) or
you can download a PDF file of the form at the ASM
Web Site.

SWEEPS

You Decide! Victory for Democracy! Each person entering one or
more models in Chile Con II will be given the opportunity to check a
box on the entry form indicating a preference FOR sweeps (a single
modeler may win more than one award in a single Category) or
AGAINST sweeps (no modeler may be awarded more than one award
in a single category). A third option, indicating no preference, will also
be available for those of you who Just Don’t Care.
When registration is closed, the votes will be tallied, and the result will
be posted for all to see.
In the event of a tie vote, the Head Judge will render a decision via
arbitrary means (e.g., coin flip or some such).

HANGARSIDE!

INTRODUCING: New for 2011 and for the first time ever at a
Regional Contest, a brand new category: “Hangarside.”
For those modelers that have always wanted to apply that special
paint scheme to your favorite model, but didn’t want to deal with the
hassle of detailing everything else.
This aircraft-specific category borrows from the Automotive modelers’ idea of “Curbside” and it focuses on the paint scheme and craftsmanship involved with the “finish” of the model, not the detailing of it.
The Rules:
• Judges will not look within the cockpit to judge. The canopy (and
doors) must be left closed, and clear parts may or may not be painted black or blue inside. However, everything else about the outside
will be judged, including the lack of fingerprints, glue marks, scratches, etc.
• The judges cannot pick up the model to judge anything they cannot
see as the model sits on the table. Landing gear will not be judged.
Judges may touch models to shift them around only.
• There will be no judging of wheel wells, gun bays, up inside exhaust
cans, down into intakes, or any other opening of the model. The
model may not have the engine cowlings, gun bays, ammo bays,
avionics bays, or access panels opened up. This is meant to be an
incentive to build specifically for this category.
• All of the other rules of basic modeling skills still apply to the exterior, with concurrent emphasis on the originality of the paint scheme
chosen, the paint application, and any appropriate “weathering.”
Note: A split may be made if there are enough entries, most likely a
split by scale, at the discretion of the Head Judge.
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• New Category: HANGARS I DE !
First appearance ever!
See Rules for details
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2011 Region 10
Divisions and Categories
• Categories marked with the  symbol may be split, dependent upon the
turnout and at the discretion of the
Head Judge.
• Best “Out Of the Box” will be chosen from all eligible models in each
Division marked with the x symbol.
• ASAE: All scales, all eras.
• ASAT: All scales, all types.
AIRCRAFT x

Propeller—Single
[1000] 1/51 to 1/99,
turnout
[1001] 1/51 to 1/99,
turnout
[1010] 1/33 to 1/50,
turnout
[1011] 1/33 to 1/50,
turnout

TBD based on
TBD based on
TBD based on
TBD based on

[3400] Trucks and Commercial Vehicles, all
types
[3500] Motorcycles, all types except military
[3600] Misc, including curbside, 1/32 and
smaller and 1/19 and larger scales 
SHIPS x

[4000] Powered, Surface, 1/401 and
smaller
[4100] Powered, Surface, 1/400 and larger
[4200] Submarines, ASAT
[4300] Misc, including sailing vessels, speed
boats, jet skis, etc., ASAE
SPACE and SCIENCE FICTION x

[5000] Real Spacecraft, Missiles and
Vehicles 
[5100] Science Fiction and Fantasy, All
Non-Figure Entries
[5200] Sci-Fi, Anime, and Fantasy Figures,
all scales 
FIGURES

Propeller—Multiple
[1020] 1/51 to 1/99
[1030] 1/33 to 1/50
Jets—Single Engine
[1100] 1/51 to 1/99
[1105] 1/33 to 1/50
Jet—Multi-engine
[1110] 1/51 to 1/99
[1115] 1/33 to 1/50
Large Scale—1/32 and Larger
[1200] Propeller
[1205] Jet

Dismounted (all eras)
[6000] 54mm and smaller
[6005] 71mm and larger
[6100] Mounted, ASAE
[6200] Busts, ASAE
[6300] Vignettes, Two or more figures
DIORAMAS

[7000]
[7100]
[7200]
[7300]

Aircraft, ASAE
Military Vehicles, ASAE
Automotive, ASAE
Miscellaneous, ASAE

HUMOR IN MODELING

Civil, Sport Racing and Airships
(including airliners of all eras)
[1300] 1/99 and larger
[1305] 1/100 and smaller

[7400] Humorous Subject, Standalone, On
Base or Diorama, ASAT
COLLECTIONS / CHAPTER / GROUP

Other Aircraft Categories
[1400] Rotary Wing, ASAE
[1500] Small Scale—1/100 and Smaller, all
types 
[1600] Biplanes & Early Birds, ASAT 
[1700] Conversions and Scratchbuilt, ASAT
[1800] Hangarside, ASAT 
MILITARY VEHICLES x

Closed-Top tracked AFVs (including
tanks, self-propelled guns, assault guns,
and APCs) 1/35 and Larger
[2000] 1945 and earlier
[2005] 1946 and later
Open Top and with Interiors, tracked
AFVs (as above) 1/35 and larger
[2100] 1945 and earlier
[2105] 1946 and later
[2200] Armored Cars and Half-tracks,
1/35 and larger, all eras
[2300] Soft-skinned, 1/35 and larger, all
eras
[2400] Artillery, 1/35 and larger, all eras
[2500] Military Vehicles, 1/48 all types
[2600] Military Vehicles, 1/51 and smaller,
all types
[2700] Conversions and Scratchbuilt, ASAT
AUTOMOTIVE x

[3000] Factory Stock/Production, 1/31 to
1/20
[3100] Street Rods and Street Machines,
All Entries
[3200] Drag & Straightliners, 1/31 to
1/20
[3300] Competition, 1/31 to 1/20

[7500] Five or More Closely-related Items,
All entries
MISCELLANEOUS x

Any Subject, Except Dioramas, Not
Provided For in Any Other Category
[8000] Dinosaurs
[8005] All others
JUNIOR (16 and under)

[9000] Military Models, ASAE 
[9100] Civilian Models, ASAE 
[9200] Sci-Fi and Fantasy, ASAE

SPECIAL AWARDS

Best of Show
People’s Choice
Best Aircraft
Best Military Vehicle
Best Ship
Best Automotive
Best Figure
Best Space and Science Fiction
Best Diorama
Best New Mexico Subject
Best RAF Subject—Sye Feldman
Memorial Award
Lopez Demente Award
(Best tasteless subject)

OUT-OF-THE-BOX AWARDS

Aircraft
Military Vehicle
Automotive
Ship
Space and Science Fiction
Miscellaneous
SPONSORED AWARDS

Chairmen’s Choice—Don Alberts
Memorial Award for Best Naval
Aviation Subject
(James Guld & Tom Perea)
Head Judge’s Personal Favorite
(Ken Liotta)
Best Junior Model (Jack Garriss)
Best American Ace Aircraft
(Mike Blohm)

Fees for the contest:
• $22.00/person ($20.00 preregistration fee until April 30, 2011)
for unlimited models; IPMS members
$17.00/person until April 30,
$19.00 after.
• Juniors $10.00/person for unlimited
models
• Chile Con T-Shirt, $20.00 (orders
must be received by April 30,
2011!)
• General Admission: $2.00/person
• Banquet $30.00/person
• Vendors tables $25.00/table per
day.
• Hotel room $79/single/double
occupancy, $89/triple/quad
occupancy. Rate includes full hot
breakfast and 2 complimentry
cocktails.
Schedule (subject to change)
Friday:
Registration 12:00 noon – 6:00 P.M.
Vendors’ Room open 12:00 noon –
9:00 P.M. (Vendors can start setting
up at 10:00 A.M.)
Model Room 12:00 noon – 9:00 P.M.
Saturday:
Registration 9:00 A.M. – 12:00 noon
Vendors’ Room 9:00 A.M. – 6:00 P.M.
Model Room 9:00 A.M. – 2:00 P.M.
Judges Meeting starts at 1:30 P.M.
Judging 2:00 – 6:00 P.M.
Banquet starts at 6:00 P.M.
Awards ceremony: 7:00 – 9:30 P.M.
Models will not be allowed to
leave the judging room until
10:00 P.M.! PLAN AHEAD!

